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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter, the writer would like to present some conclusion

and suggestion based on the data analysis in the previous chapter.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the result of the analysis and discussion of this study, the writer

proposes some conclusion below:

1. The dominance in the conversation performed by eleventh grade students of

SMA Kristen Tunas Harapan Kupang, were related to amount of talk,

interruptions and the turn taking of each person in the conversation.

2. The topic control can be determined by amount of talk turn taking of each

person. The members of the group conversation that have more talk and turn

taking than the others, he or she was control the topic in the conversation.

3. In mixed group conversation: male students were dominating than female

students because male students produced 27 sentences in amount of talk, 1

interruption and 10 turn taking. While female student produced 2

interruptions,11 sentences and 4 turn taking.

4. In male's group conversation, male 1 was more dominant than the others

because male 1 produced 2 interruptions,29 sentences in amount of talk and 10

turn taking during the conversation.
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5. In female's group conversation, female 2 was more dominant than the others

because female 2 produced 28 sentences in amount of talk,7 turn taking, and 3

interruptions.

5.2 Suggestion

Based on the finding of this study, the writer would like to give several

suggestions than should get attention:

1. The eleventh grade students of SMA Kristen Tunas Harapan Kupang should

spend more time to perform conversation in order to achieve a more balanced

conversation, in terms of amount of talk and turn-taking.

2. The English teacher of SMA Kristen Tunas Harapan Kupang, should give

more time to the students to practice free conversation.

3. The other researcher still have chance to conduct a study with same problem

in order to know any other differences in conversation especially English

conversation.
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